
Working with Selection

 
  

 
  
Selecting with Magic Wand Tool 
  - Use for smooth backgrounds, no texture and simple edges, and selecting similar 
colors 
  - Tolerance adjusts amount of pixels to select 
  - Anti-alias, when checked, allows pixels to be partially selected 
  - Contiguous, when checked, selects all similar colors in an image 
 
Selecting with Quick Selection Tool 
  - Use for selections that have a defined edge and are more complex 
  - New selection, add selection, and subtract selection, start new selections, add to 
    current selections and subtract from current selections 
  - Auto Enhance, when checked, creates a smoother, more accurate selection 
 
Selecting with the Marquee Tool 
  - Use for simple, basic geometric selections 



  - New selection starts a new selection, add selection adds to current selections, 
subtract     selection removes area from current selection and intersect selection 
makes a selection by using the intersecting areas of two selections 
  - Feather, fades the edge of the selection 
 
Selecting with Lasso Tools 
   - New selection, add selection, and subtract selection, start new selections, add to 
    current selections and subtract from current selections 
- Lasso Tool 
   - Allows a selection to be hand drawn 
- Polygonal Lasso Tool 
   - Allows for hand drawn selections, but uses anchor points 
- Magnetic Lasso Tool 

- Allows for hand drawn selections, uses anchors points, but also detects edges 
where a 
  selection can be made 

 
Dancing Ants and Quick Mask 
  - When dancing ants are showing a selection, pressing Q will bring you to quick 
mask, 
    pressing Q again will exit from quick mask 
  - Quick mask allows you to edit current dancing ant selection with other selection 
tools 
    and the eraser tool 
 
Using Masks 
  - Use masks to hide / reveal parts of a layer  
  - Mask edit tab, allows you to edit the edges of masks 
    - Density, adjusts the amount of area that is selected 
    - Feather, fades the edge of the selection 
   
Select & Mask 
  - Enables you to edit your selection with more control as well as create a layer mask 
   

Feather. This option makes the specified pixels on both sides of the edges of 
the selection gradually transparent. This allows changes you make to the selection to 
blend with the surrounding areas, whether you apply an adjustment to the selection 
or create a mask with the selection. This option is not available with the Row and 
Column Marquee tools because you can’t feather a single pixel line.  

Anti-alias. This option creates a smoother-edged selection. It is available only 
for the Elliptical Marquee tool because the other tools have straight-lined selection 
borders and don’t require smoothing.  



Style. This drop-down list allows you to choose Normal to create a freehand 
selection, Fixed Ratio to create a freehand selection that is constrained to a certain 
ratio, or Fixed Size to type in exact values for your selection.  

Width and Height. Whether you want to set a ratio or an actual dimension, 
you can type the width and height in these boxes. You don’t have to use pixels (px); 
you can also type in inches (in) or centimeters (cm).  

Refine Edge. This option enables you to perfect and finish your work by 
refining the edge of a selection. 

 
Deselect- Select Menu>Deselect (Mac command D) 
Select All – Select Menu>Select All (Mac command A) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


